Prodromal schizophrenia and atypical antipsychotic treatment.
Early recognition and intervention in psychosis is the focus of more intensive research. In this paper, we critically review the ideas that have emerged in this field. We also propose a model or hypothesis for testing in the prodromal phase of schizophrenia. Attention to practical and ethical issues, particularly with the use of atypical antipsychotics in one arm of the protocol, is addressed. Studies by Yung and Falloon describe prodromal intervention with psychosocial strategies and time-limited low potency neuroleptics, respectively, that suggest benefits of such a model. Although we have respect for the DSM system, this paper is written more from a Bleulerian than Kraepelinian perspective in that we emphasize affective, cognitive, and negative symptoms in addition to positive symptoms. The paper recognizes the strong conceptual disagreements implicit in this area stemming not only from Kraepelin and Bleuler but work from the 1930s by Cameron. The clinical research advocated is timely in that the atypicals are more congruent to the Bleulerian conception with a neurodevelopmental hypothesis of schizophrenia. We also have exciting new imaging and genetic technologies to refine our concepts of schizophrenia and its prodromal and premorbid phases.